Safety and efficacy of larval therapy on treating leg ulcers: a protocol for systematic review and meta-analysis
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ABSTRACT

Introduction Leg ulcers (LUs) not only seriously affect life and work of patients, but also bring huge economic burden to the society. As a potential underused biological debridement, larval therapy provides help for the treatment of LUs. The purpose of our research is to assess whether patients with LUs can benefit from larval therapy.

Methods and analysis. The following electronic databases will be searched: PubMed, EMBASE, Web of Science, the Cochrane Library, China National Knowledge Infrastructure Database, Wanfang Database and Chinese Biological Medicine. Randomised controlled trials are eligible for inclusion. There will be no restrictions with respect to language and search date is up to June 2020. Primary outcomes investigated are complete healing rate after treatment, time to ulcer healing, reduction of wound surface area and adverse events. Risk ratios will be used for categorical data; weighted mean difference will be used for measurement data. Subgroup analysis and sensitivity analysis will be considered if heterogeneity exists. The results of data synthesis will be performed by narrative summary and quantitative analysis.

Ethics and dissemination This systematic review does not require the approval of the ethics committee because individual data on patients are not collected. The results of the study will be disseminated in peer-reviewed journals. PROSPERO registration number CRD42020176953.

INTRODUCTION

Leg ulcers (LUs) are defined as hard-to-heal wounds that develop below the knee on the leg or foot.1 The main causes of ulceration are varied and complicated, the primary reasons include chronic venous insufficiency of lower extremities, diabetes and peripheral arterial disease.2 These ulcers have become a serious public health problem all over the world. It is estimated that between 10% and 25% of the population with diabetes have diabetic foot ulcers (DFUs).3 More than 50 million people will have DFUs by 2030.4–7 According to epidemiological studies, in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (UK), 0.1%–0.3% individuals have Venous leg ulcers (VLUs) at any time.8 The overall costs of treating venous LUs is estimated to be £300–600 million in the UK and $1 billion in the USA per year.9 10 LUs greatly affect the sleep and interpersonal relationship of patients, reduce the quality of life and then cause huge economic losses for patients, resulting in a considerable cost to the healthcare system.

It is generally accepted by healthcare providers that the presence of necrotic tissue and slough will delay the healing of wounds and debridement (removing dead or dying tissue from the surface of a wound) can shorten the time of wound healing.11–14 There are various ways of debridement, such as mechanical debridement, enzymatic debridement and biosurgical debridement. Larvae (sterile maggots) as a debriding agent is the most commonly used method of biosurgical debridement. Mouth hooks and rough bodies of the maggots can play the role of mechanical debridement during the movement of maggots, while the mixture of proteolytic they secrete may transform nonviable tissue into substances that are easier to digest for the maggots.15–18 It has been considered that larval therapy debrides wounds more effectively and safely than standard treatments.19–21 In addition, studies have shown that use of larval therapy can reduce the bacterial load...
on the wound. Larval therapy is a promising tool for health professionals dealing with difficult LUs.

The specific question addressed by the review is: Is the use of larval therapy effective and safe in the treatment of LUs in patients?

METHODS
Criteria for included studies
Types of studies
All randomized controlled trials (RCTs) comparing larval therapy with no larvae or usual care in adults with LUs. Full-text reports in any language will be included.

Types of patients
Adult patients (aged 18 years or older) diagnosed with LUs (including DFUs, arterial LUs, venous LUs or mixed LUs) will be included in this study.

Types of interventions
The intervention will include any type of larval therapy compared with no larvae or usual care in people with LUs.

Types of outcome measures
Primary outcomes:
► Complete healing rate after treatment.
► Time to ulcer healing.
► Reduction of wound surface area.
► Adverse events, including amputations, infection and pain.
Secondary outcomes:
► Health-related quality of life.
► Cost.
► Ulcer recurrence.

Search methods for the identification of studies
Electronics searches
We will systematically search following databases from inception to June 2020: PubMed, Web of Science, EMBASE, Cochrane Library, Wanfang Database, China National Knowledge Infrastructure Database and Chinese Biological Medicine. There are no language restrictions.

The following search terms will include: “larva”, “maggot”, “biosurgery”, “bio-surgery”, “larval therapy”, “leg ulcers”, “leg ulcer”, “chronic leg ulcers”, “diabetic foot ulcers”, “diabetic ulcers”, “venous leg ulcers”, “venous leg ulcer”, “venous ulcer”, “varicose ulcer”, “gravitational ulcers”, “venous hypertension ulcer”, “venous stasis ulcer”, “randomised controlled trial”, “clinical trial”, “trial”. Search strategies have been created and adjusted to the different databases. The search strategy for PubMed is shown in Table 1.

Searching other resources
We will examine the references of the included studies so that we can find any research that has not been found. At the same time, we will use International Clinical Trials Registry Platform of WHO to search ongoing trials or unpublished trials.

Selection of studies
Two reviewers (WF and XY) will independently screen the research according to the criteria. The titles and abstracts are the main contents of the review, and the full text of the relevant research will be reviewed if necessary. Any disagreements will be arbitrated by a third reviewer (BY). The reasons for all excluded studies will be recorded. We will include a study flow diagram as recommended by the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses statement, as shown in Figure 1.

Data extraction and management
The following information will be extracted by two independent reviewers (XH and XY): reference ID,
publication date, author names, baseline characteristics of participants per treatment arm, study samples, number of participants randomised to each treatment arm, study design, country of origin, larval therapy intervention, control intervention, duration of treatment, outcomes at all reported time points, adverse effects, follow-up, source of trial funding and so on. Information not recorded in the research report will be obtained by contacting the corresponding author. Any disagreements will be arbitrated by a third reviewer (GL). All data will be entered into the RevMan software (V.5.3) after double cross-checking.

Assessment of risk of bias in included studies
The assessment of risk of bias will be conducted in accordance with the Cochrane Handbook standards and will include the following seven aspects: selection bias (random sequence generation); selection bias (allocation concealment); implementation bias (blinding of researchers and implementers); measurement bias (results of the blind evaluation); follow-up bias (completeness of outcome data); reporting bias (results of selective reporting) and other sources of bias. Each item will be divided into three levels: low risk, high risk and unclear. The evaluation will be conducted independently by two reviewers (WF and CS), and any disagreements will be arbitrated by consulting a third-party expert (GL).

Measures of treatment effect
We plan to perform data analysis using RevMan V.5.3 provided by the Cochrane Collaboration. We plan to present the dichotomous outcomes with risk ratios and 95% CIs. We will report estimates for continuous data as weighted mean difference and 95% CIs. Standardised mean difference will be used if different measurement tools were used in different trials.

Dealing with missing data
Reviewers (WF and XY) will attempt to contact the corresponding author to obtain the missing data. A sensitivity analysis will be conducted to address the potential impact of lost data if necessary.

Assessment of heterogeneity
χ² test (p value <0.10) will be used for investigating statistical heterogeneity. We will use I² statistic to measure heterogeneity among the trials in each analysis. If the heterogeneity test shows little heterogeneity in these trials (I²<50%), a fixed effect model will be used to combine statistical effects. The random-effect model will be used for moderate heterogeneous data (50%<I²<75%). If there is considerable heterogeneity (I²>75%), meta-analysis will not be conducted.
Assessment of reporting bias
Reporting bias will be assessed using funnel plot analysis if a minimum of 10 studies were available for the meta-analysis of primary outcomes.

Subgroup analysis
We plan to carry out the following subgroup analyses if data are available:
- Type of LUs (venous LUs, arterial LUs, mixed LUs, etc).
- Duration of treatment.
We will use the formal test for subgroup interactions in Review Manager.26

Sensitivity analysis
A sensitivity analysis will be conducted to determine whether our results are robust. We will exclude the studies with high risk for bias from the summary analysis and analyse them again to assess the impact of these studies on the results.

Grading the quality of evidence
The Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) guidelines will be used to assess overall quality of the evidence. The GRADE system is a subjective evaluation of the quality of the evidence as very low, low, moderate or high based on the existence or degree of five factors: limitation of study design, imprecision, inconsistency, indirectness and bias of publication.27

Ethics and dissemination
This systematic review does not require the approval of the ethics committee because individual data on patients are not collected. The results of the study will be disseminated in peer-reviewed journals.

Patient and public involvement
Patients and or public were not involved.

DISCUSSION
As a potentially underused method of biological debridement, larval therapy can not only play the role of mechanical debridement, but also play the role of enzymatic debridement, which provides the possibility to speed up the healing of LUs.28 29

This meta-analysis will provide a relatively convincing conclusion as to whether patients with LUs can benefit from larval therapy.

Amendments
This is an original research protocol, any changes will be stated in the final review manuscript and updated via PROSPERO.
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